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Komis
symbol of beauty
HAIR CARE

PRODUCTS
DIANTEA
Dream of a natural and modern colour?
Dream of covering and transparency?
Dream of a safe skin, shiny and soft hair?
Make your dreams come true with a new colouring product, convenient and highly tolerable.
- ACTIVATOR: 1 lt bottle
- OXIDANT CREAM 20/30/40: 1 lt bottle

- FOLDER WITH RANGE OF COLOUR: 50 colours
- CREAM COLOUR: 100 ml tube
- PROTECTIVE/STAIN-RESISTANT OIL: 150 ml tube
SUGGELLA
Soft fixing, natural and structured drying, directional techniques, versatile finishing. All of this is
possible with such a fantastic product line like SUGGELLA: it allows you to obtain the desired
finishing while also enhancing hair shine and elasticity.
- HAIRSPRAY: 500 ml spray
- STRONG/SOFT ECO HAIRSPRAY: 300 ml spray
- STRONG/SOFT ECO HAIRSPRAY: 100 ml spray 100 ml
- SHINE SPRAY: 250 ml spray
- STRONG/SOFT MOUSSE: 250 ml spray
- OIL NON OIL: 200 ml bottle
EUKOMOS
Hair loss and dandruff are the most widespread and worrying problems of our clients. Here are
EUKOMOS AC and EUKOMOS AF: thanks to their comfortable use, simplicity and effi cacy, they can
soon and in a most excellent way contrast and reduce these extremely undesirable imperfections.
EUKOMOS AC: - ANTI-LOSS SHAMPOO: 250 ml bottle
- ANTI-LOSS LOTION: 150 ml bottle
- ANTI-LOSS LOTION: box with 18 vials of 10 ml
EUKOMOS AF: - ANTI-DANDRUFF SHAMPOO: 250 ml bottle
- ANTI-DANDRUFF LOTION: 150 ml bottle
- ANTI-DANDRUFF LOTION: box with 18 vials of 10 ml
ANAGEN
Porous, floppy, worn-out, dull hair. This is what women fear and yet fi ght the most. Today we have
ANAGEN, a complete line, practical and excellent. Its products are quick in efficacy and innovative in
their formula, able to make your hair appear full-bodied and shiny since the very first application.
- FOAM: 200 ml spray
- MASK: 150 ml
- SHAMPOO: 250 ml
- SHINE/DOUBLE-ENDED: HAIR SPRAY 50 ml
- LOTION: box with 18 vials of 10 ml
SILK
MODELLING LOTIONS
Fluid, straight, curly: to create a straight or curly effect and avoid frizzy effects.
Silk G and Silk S: suitable for driers at hairstylists' for greasy or dry hair.
Silk Phon: for hairdryer styling.
- STRAIGHT AND CURLY FLUID: 200 ml bottle
- SILK G - S - PHON LOTIONS: box with 18 vials of 10 ml
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